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Designing and crafting Fawn felt like an exhilarating 
journey with a heartwarming outcome. We were looking 
to make a solid wooden collection that would surprisingly 
breathe lightness and transparency. Even though her body 
would be authentic and strong, her appearance had to be 
amazingly swift and her contours light as that of a fawn. 
We wanted to make her lovable and invite a gentle touch 
and smile every time her owner would pass by…

The end result of our quest turned out to become 
a companion we hope people will cherish for many 
generations. Her personality and characteristics were 
granted by our design team with much love and every little 
curve has been devotedly polished by the hands of our 
craftsmen. It is these small details that make Fawn what 
she is today… they are what brighten up a room.

Fawn collection
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LIVING ROOM
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W: 220 cm D: 45 cm H: 45 cm

She’s ideal to use as a TV sideboard, but convenient 
for many other storage needs as well. For whatever 
purpose you decide to use this versatile eye catcher, 
you will not regret it – her smoothly rounded edges, 
graceful legs and thin waistline will adorn any wall. 

Fawn lowboard
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How to combine rope, wood and glass in an interesting 
and unique way? We were planning to syndicate these 
three elements for a while now… and so we did; we 
used them to make a striking club table. Go ahead- 
store your remote control, DVD’s and magazines 
between her ropes and lean back for some comfort. No 
need to be scared of not finding your stored things later 
on, because we made her see-through with a neat glass 
plate.

 
W: 90 cm D: 90 cm H: 30 cm

Fawn coffee table
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W: 95, 180, 210, 240 cm D: 88 cm H: 69 cm 

What’s special about the sofa is her minimalistic 
appearance combined with immense comfort. Her 
skeleton has a characteristic, organic shape and unites 
perfectly with her carefully upholstered elements.

The contrast between her graceful, solid wooden frame 
and her pillows embody lightness. They invite a relaxing 
seating experience for you, and if you have one, your 
grumpy house cat. Lazy Sundays… prepare yourselves.  

Fawn sofa
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DINING ROOM
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W: 180 cm D: 45 cm H: 65 cm

Many people have asked us: For what do I use a 
sideboard? If you ask us, just about anything - from 
storing your best wine glasses to your precious music 
collection… or perhaps your (self invented) pink Sunday 
shirt. But who better to ask for a second opinion 
than Wikipedia or the French, the inventors of dining 
etiquette, we thought? Since France is a bit further from 

our doorstep than the worldwide web, we asked Wikipedia. 
She tells us that a sideboard is an item traditionally used in 
the dining room for serving food, displaying dishes and for 
storage. To us, that sounds like old news… so we advise you 
to look beyond Wikipedia’s horizon and to not let her words 
limit you, because you can use this stylish sideboard for lots 
of other storage needs as well… The sky is the limit. Tally-ho!

Fawn sideboard
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W: 160, 180, 200, 220 cm D: 90 cm H: 75 cm 

The Fawn table is both a wood sculpture as well 
as an industrial product. The focus of her design is 
concentrated on her natural, minimalistic form. It has 
been achieved by applying the tectonic principle to the 
connection between her tabletop and legs. Together, 
they unite into a unique, fluid line, which has been freed 
from any unnecessary parts. Fawn has a distinct softness 
that highlights the naturalness of solid wood and invites 
a gentle touch time after time.

Fawn table
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W: 160, 180, 200, 220 cm D: 90 cm H: 75 cm

Even though she’s part of the Fawn family, we decided 
to give this table piece a different name because of 
her distinct character. We affectionately named her 
Tink, since her look and feel reminds us of Peter Pan’s 
Tinkerbell, who happens to be Fawn’s best friend in a 
wondrous, magical tale.  

Tink is characterized by her wing-like legs that are 
connected to a set of elegant, stainless steel bars. In 
combination with an ultra thin plate (which comes in 
solid oak and linoleum) these features make her an 
almost see-through manifestation.

Tink table
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W: 160, 180, 200, 220 cm D: 90 cm H: 75 cm

From one angle her legs appear to be a subtle wooden 
mosaic. However, from another angle they resemble 
two sturdy antlers of a buck, supporting the table’s 
distinguishing thin, curved plate. Both observations are 
correct and they are in touch with Mother Nature; who 
was the main source of inspiration for this table. Sweet 
Mother N., this one goes out to you.

Koza table
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W: 48 cm D: 48 cm H: 78 cm 

The central themes of our award winning chair are tactility, 
lightness and  transparency. The chair was made using a 
minimal number of materials and its harmonic proportions 
are governed by the goldenratio. 

She is a reflection of pure handcraft quality, realized by 
a classical carpenter’s technology. While created out of 
solid oak, Fawn only weighs 3,7kg and has a rock-hard 
construction without the use of any screws, bolts or other 
types of metal.

Fawn chair
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W: 90 cm D: 45 cm H: 110 cm 

A first-rate, aesthetic storage champion, that’s what our 
Fawn cabinet is. You can use her in the dining room to 
store your plates and glasses, but you can use her just 
as easily in your bedroom as a small dresser or a place 
to stack your clean towels. Don’t forget to watch her 
elegant pose while she’s quietly standing there, isn’t she 
marvellous?

Fawn cabinet
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BEDROOM
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W: 167, 187 cm D: 223,5 cm H: 90 cm 

Fawn represents a contemporary form of lightness and 
mobility. She acts as an optical counterweight to more 
common, heavy beds made out of solid wood. Her solid 
oak 160 x 200 bedframe, for instance, weighs only 28kg. 

Overall, Fawn embodies a minimal use of materials and is 
characterized by her identical, signature sides and gaps, 
which were realized by a composition of elements, turned 
into one unified form. Don’t think for a second that’s she’s 
fragile though, because she can handle you and your lover 
easily... as well as your bed-jumping youngsters. 

Fawn bed
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W: 42 cm D: 34 cm H: 46 cm 

Mirror mirror on the wall, who has the shiniest side table 
of them all? This side table is available in two chic glass 
plate variations: smokey grey and arctic blue. Her rope 
compartments, (great for putting away magazines) make 
her a perfect match with her earlier shown big sister – our 
Fawn coffee table. And to think that we initially designed her 
with a different purpose (for the bedroom), which she is very 
equipped to fulfill as well. Initially we could only dream of this 
dual functionality. Fawn, you versatile champ, you serve both 
as a great side table and nightstand… Go girl, go.

Fawn side table
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W: 180 cm D: 45 cm H: 110 cm

She offers enough space to store Mr. Sandman’s life-supply 
of magical sleep dust, so just imagine what you could do with 
her. Beautifully armed with three drawers and two spacious 
cabinets, she provides you with any additional space you need 
in your bedroom, hallway or home office.

Fawn dresser
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W: 90 cm D: 45 cm H: 90 cm 

Stunning and mega-handy to have in any type of room... Also, 
she doesn’t use a lot of space, but can create plenty of it by 
archiving your stuff that’s just scattered around the place now. 
Why not start cleaning up and adding a bit of style at the same 
time?  Win-win.

 
 

W: 90 cm D: 45 cm H: 200 cm 

Our goal was to design a wardrobe that’s graceful, practical 
and easy to move around compared to more common, heavy 
wardrobes - because let’s be honest, just like when we were our 
little selves, we all like to rearrange our bedroom every once in 
a while.

Fawn drawer

Fawn drawer
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DESIGNERS

Mustafa Cohadžic
You might say Mustafa has furniture design in his bones: he grew up 
in a family that produces handcrafted furniture and as a teenager 
was already designing and constructing his own pieces in the family 
workshop.

Mustafa has evolved into a devoted product designer with a few 
other talents up his sleeve: He plays the drums, and sometimes 
surprises friends with a guitar serenade. We know him as a vivant 
character who enjoys eliciting a laugh.

Salih Teskeredžic
There are many things that drive this friendly and down-to-earth 
innovator: For Salih, it’s imperative for each product to embody an 
emotion. The design process is pure pleasure for him, as a pencil is 
like a toy  - sparking creativity and imagination.

Salih lives for design and loves to share his passion with others - 
so beyond his work as a designer, he has been teaching promising 
youngsters industrial design since 2004.

Salih’s work is internationally renowned, having received many 
awards and accolades. You can see more of his work on his website 
www.teskeredzic.com.

MATERIALS
Wood types Glass Linoleum

Oak  - hard wax oil
RAL  1015

Oak  - natural oil Gray JeansPetrol NeroOlive

Cotton webbing

Upholstery

Everlast

Black Blue

Everlast 9013

Everlast 9106

Green Orange

Everlast 9120

Everlast 9330

Pink White

Everlast 9420

Everlast 9410

Yellow

Everlast 9603

Everlast 9700

Everlast 9847

Everlast 9803

Durban

Durban 9440 Durban 9848 Durban 9847

Durban 9450 Durban 9338Durban 4330

Durban 9502Durban 9615 Durban 9423

Durban 9905 Durban 9909 Durban 9614

Durban 9700

Leather

Toledo Bianco Toledo Avorio Toledo Perle

Toledo Orange Toledo SiegelsteinToledo Lemon

Toledo TurquoiseToledo Ferrari Toledo Sky Blue

Toledo Lime Toledo Forest Toledo Bordeaux

Toledo Caffè Toledo Nero

Felt

Facet Yellow Facet Pink 73

Facet RedFacet Aubergine 74

Facet Light Blue Facet Blue

Facet Petrol Facet Rust

Facet MiddengrijsFacet Dark Brown

Facet Black
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TECHNICAL 
SPECIFICATIONS

Fawn sideboard
FWN-SB-01

Fawn chair
FWN-CH-01

Fawn footstool
FWN-FS-01

Fawn sofa
FWN-SF-01

W: 180 cm D: 45 cm H: 65 cm - 4820

W: 48 cm D: 48 cm H: 78 cm - 1920

W: 90 cm D: 66,5 cm H: 44 cm - 9620

W: 95 cm D: 88 cm H: 69 cm - 9820
W: 180 cm D: 88 cm H: 69 cm - 8820
W: 210 cm D: 88 cm H: 69 cm - 1820
W: 240 cm D: 88 cm H: 69 cm - 4820

Fawn lowboard
FWN-SB-02

W: 220 cm D: 45 cm H: 45 cm - 4220

Wood type: oak | Finish: natural oil, hard wax oil | Wild natural knots are possible in the solid wood 
elements | Leg diameter: ᴓ 3 | Leg height: 20 cm | Dismantling option: no | Number of doors: 2 | 
Number of drawers: 1 | Drawer and door mechanism: soft close | Number of shelves: 1 | Shelves 
adjustable to height: yes| Packaging: Five layer cardboard box | Packages: 1 | Page: 38, 39

Wood type: oak | Finish: natural oil, hard wax oil | Wild natural knots are possible in the solid 
wood elements | Leg diameter: ᴓ 3 | Leg height: 20 cm | Dismantling option: no | Number of 
doors: 2 | Number of drawers: 2 | Drawer and door mechanism: soft close| Number of shelves: 
2 | Shelves adjustable to height: yes | Cable hole: no | Packaging: Five layer cardboard box | 
Packages: 1 | Page: 12, 19, 22

Wood type: oak | Finish: natural oil, hard wax oil | Wild natural knots are possible in the solid 
wood elements | Leg diameter: ᴓ 2,7 | Seat height: 46 cm | Seat dimensions: 43,5x43,5 cm | 
Seat material: cotton webbing | Dismantling option: no | Packaging: Five layer cardboard box | 
Packages: 1 | Items per package: 2 | Page: 8, 17, 22, 25, 27, 28, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37

Wood type: oak | Finish: natural oil, hard wax oil | Wild natural knots are possible in the solid 
wood elements | Leg diameter: ᴓ 3 | Leg height: 18 cm | Seat height: 44 cm | Seat dimensions: 
79x66,5 cm | Seat thickness: 20 cm| Upholstery: fabric - Everlast | Pillow: removable | Disman-
tling option: no | Packaging: Five layer cardboard box | Packages: 1 | Page: 14

Wood type: oak | Finish: natural oil, hard wax oil | Wild natural knots are possible in the solid 
wood elements | Leg diameter: ᴓ 3 | Leg height: 18 cm |Seat height: 44 cm | Seat dimensions: 
53x63 cm - 9820, 2x 69x63 cm - 8820, 2x 84x63 cm - 1820, 2x 99x63 cm - 4820 | Seat thickness: 
20 cm | Armrest height: 65 cm | Armrest width: 16 cm | Upholstery: fabric - Everlast | Pillows: 
removable | Dismantling option: no | Packaging: Five layer cardboard box | Packages: 1 | Page: 
7, 12, 13, 14, 15

W: 90 cm D: 90 cm H: 30 cm - 9920

Wood type: oak | Finish: natural oil, hard wax oil | Wild natural knots are possible in the solid wood 
elements | Leg diameter: ᴓ 3 | Table top: glass | Thickness of the glass: 0,8 cm | Glass: removable 
| Dismantling option: no | Rope compartment: cotton rope | Packaging: Five layer cardboard box 
| Packages: 1 | Page: 7, 10, 11

Fawn coffee table
FWN-CT-01

Fawn cabinet
FWN-CN-01

W: 90 cm D: 45 cm H: 110 cm - 1920

Wood type: oak | Finish: natural oil, hard wax oil | Wild natural knots are possible in the solid wood 
elements | Leg diameter: ᴓ 3 | Leg height: 20 cm | Dismantling option: no | Number of doors: 2 | 
Number of drawers: 1 | Drawer and door mechanism: soft close | Number of shelves: 1 | Shelves 
adjustable to height: yes| Packaging: Five layer cardboard box | Packages: 1 | Page: 38, 39
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Fawn side table
FWN-ST-01

W: 42 cm D: 34 cm H: 46 cm - 4320

Koza table
KOZ-TL-01

W: 160 cm D: 90 cm H: 75 cm - 9620
W: 180 cm D: 90 cm H: 75 cm - 9820
W: 200 cm D: 90 cm H: 75 cm - 9020
W: 220 cm D: 90 cm H: 75 cm - 9220

Fawn bed
FWN-BD-01

W: 167 cm D: 223,5 cm H: 90 cm - 9720
W: 187 cm D: 223.5 cm H: 90 cm - 9920

Fawn drawer
FWN-DR-01

W: 90 cm D: 45 cm H: 90 cm - 9420

Wood type: oak | Finish: natural oil, hard wax oil | Wild natural knots are possible in the solid wood 
elements | Leg diameter: ᴓ 3 | Leg height: 73 cm | Plate thickness: 2 cm | Distance from floor to 
frame: 67 cm | Dismantling option: yes - legs | Packaging: Five layer cardboard box | Packages: 1 | 
Pages: 16, 28, 29, 30, 31

Wood type: oak | Finish: natural oil, hard wax oil | Wild natural knots are possible in the solid wood 
elements | Leg diameter: ᴓ 3 | Table top: glass | Thickness of the glass: 0,8 cm | Glass: removable | 
Dismantling option: no | Rope compartment: cotton rope | Number of compartment: 2 | Packaging: 
Five layer cardboard box | Packages: 1 | Page: 8, 15, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49

Wood type: oak | Finish: natural oil, hard wax oil | Wild natural knots are possible in the solid wood 
elements | Leg diameter: ᴓ 3 | Leg height: 25 cm | Frame thickness: 10 cm | Frame height: 35 cm | 
Mattress dimensions: 160x200 cm – 9720, 180x200 cm – 9920 | Mattress adjustable to height: no 
| Slats and mattress: not included | Headboard: upholstered fabric – Durban, upholstered leather 
– Toledo, upholstered felt – Facet, cotton webbing | Dismantling option: yes | Packaging: Five layer 
cardboard box | Packages: 1 | Page: 42, 44, 45, 47, 48, 49

Wood type: oak | Finish: natural oil, hard wax oil | Wild natural knots are possible in the solid 
wood elements | Leg diameter: ᴓ 3 | Leg height: 20 cm | Dismantling option: no | Number of 
drawers: 3 | Drawer mechanism: soft close | Packaging: Five layer cardboard box | Packages: 1 | 
Page: 41, 48, 49, 52

Tink table
TIN-TL-01

W: 160 cm D: 90 cm H: 75 cm - 9620
W: 180 cm D: 90 cm H: 75 cm - 9820
W: 200 cm D: 90 cm H: 75 cm - 9020
W: 220 cm D: 90 cm H: 75 cm - 9220

Wood type: oak | Finish: natural oil, hard wax oil | Wild natural knots are possible in the solid wood 
elements | Leg diameter: ᴓ 3 | Leg height: 73 cm | Plate thickness: 2 cm | Distance from floor to 
frame: 67 cm | Dismantling option: yes - legs | Packaging: Five layer cardboard box | Packages: 1 | 
Pages: 24, 25, 26, 27

Fawn table
FWN-TL-01

W: 160 cm D: 90 cm H: 75 cm - 9620
W: 180 cm D: 90 cm H: 75 cm - 9820
W: 200 cm D: 90 cm H: 75 cm - 9020
W: 220 cm D: 90 cm H: 75 cm - 9220

Wood type: oak | Finish: natural oil, hard wax oil | Wild natural knots are possible in the solid 
wood elements | Leg diameter: ᴓ 6 - ᴓ 3 | Leg height: 72,5 cm | Plate thickness: 5 cm | Distance 
from floor to frame: 70 cm | Dismantling option: yes - legs | Packaging: Five layer cardboard box | 
Packages: 2 | Pages: 20, 21, 22, 23

Fawn wardrobe
FWN-WD-01 

W: 90 cm D: 45 cm H: 200 cm - 2420

Wood type: oak | Finish: natural oil, hard wax oil | Wild natural knots are possible in the solid wood 
elements | Leg diameter: ᴓ 3 | Leg height: 20 cm | Dismantling option: no | Number of doors: 2 | 
Number of drawers: 2 | Drawer and door mechanism: soft close | Packaging: Five layer cardboard 
box | Packages: 1 | Page: 41, 53

Fawn dresser
FWN-DS-01

W: 180 cm D: 45 cm H: 110 cm - 1820

Wood type: oak | Finish: natural oil, hard wax oil | Wild natural knots are possible in the solid wood 
elements | Leg diameter: ᴓ 3 | Leg height: 20 cm| Dismantling option: no | Number of doors: 2 | 
Number of drawers: 3 | Drawer and door mechanism: soft close | Number of shelves: 4| Shelves 
adjustable to height: yes | Packaging: Five layer cardboard box | Packages: 1 | Page: 51
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